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Introduction 

Speech comprises of articulation, voice and fluency. 
Stuttering in speech disturbs the normal flow of 
speech by word, syllable, and/or phrases repetition, 
prolongation, broken words and stopgaps. Stuttering 
appears more in male than in female with the ratio of 
1:4[1]. From the research conducted it was found 
that the stuttering cannot be completely cured but it 
may be reduced by proper therapy. Speech language 
pathologist are typically less comfortable diagnosing 
stuttering than other speech or language disorders. 
One reason for this discomfort may be the fact that 
there has been considerable debate concerning how 
stuttering behaviors should be measured. Hence 
measuring the stuttered events automatically gives a 
clear picture about the patient’s condition.  

Word repetition is the most often dysfluency in all 
age group people [2].To accomplish this 
measurement of stuttering, research is carried out 
through different feature extraction and classification 
techniques with respective accurate measurements 
to their respective datasets. This paper proposes an 
effective approach using MFCC feature extraction 
technique with DTW classification method. 
Implementation is done by taking 10 data samples 
from the subset of UCLASS data base. In this dataset 

8 samples are for training and two samples are for 
testing. Primarily the samples are segmented and 
labelled manually using PRAAT toolbox because of 
its transcription facility, then features extracted by 
MFCC. Later coefficients of trained samples are 
compared with testing samples to figure out the 
similarities using DTW. Based on the position of 
minimum value (similarity) in each vector, respective 
counters will be incremented. It represents number 
of words repeated. 

1. Literature Survey 

Many objective methods are used for stuttering 
analysis by Speech language pathologist (SLP).  In 
1995, Howell and Sackin figured out how to 
characterize two of the stuttering occasions, in 
particular repetition and prolongation utilizing 
artificial neural networks. An aggregate of 39 
acoustic parameters and 20 vectors gotten from the 
autocorrelation work and spectral coefficient from a 
19 channel decoder were utilized for the analysis.By 
filtering the signal using 10Hz low-pass filters, the 
envelope of speech waveform was acquired. The 
hit/miss rate for the prolongation was 0.82 while for 
the reiterations was 0.77 utilizing autocorrelation 
work in addition to spectral coefficients and 
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accomplished 70% efficiency[3] Two years after the 
fact. 

Howell et al. presented an automated dysfluency 
count [4] The data for the analysis were taken from 
12 children with stuttered English (UCLASS 
database).Nine parameters such as: whole word and 
part word duration; whole word, first part and 
second part fragmentation; whole word, first part 
and second part spectral measure; and part word 
energy were considered for the recognition task. The 
speech signals were segmented into words manually 
prior to the parameter extractions. Artificial neural 
networks (ANN) were used to classify a word to be 
either repetition or prolongation  with 78% accuracy 
for dysfluencies (repetitions and prolongations) and 
with 58% for prolongations and 43% for repetitions. 

Czyzewski et al. implemented a system for the 
stuttering recognition based on detection of stop-
gaps, discerning vowel prolongation and detection 
of syllable repetition in 2003 [5]. The trial was led 
utilizing 6 fluent and 6 stop-gaps speech samples 
tests from Polish speakers. ANN and rough set were 
utilized for distinguishing the stuttering occasions. 
The rough set could create over 90% exactness 
contrasted with ANN which yielded 73.25%. 

Szczurowska et al. analyzed the execution of neural 
networks in identification and grouping of fluent and 
non-fluent speech samples in 2006 [6]. The speech 
tests were gathered from 8 stuttering shine speakers. 
The information was examined in light of FFT512 
utilizing 21 computerized 1/3-octave channels of 
focus frequencies from 100 Hz to 10 kHz, Kohonan 
and MLP neural systems were utilized to characterize, 
highest exactness of 76.67% was accomplished by 
system design comprising of 171 information 
neurons, 53 neurons in concealed layer and 1 yield 
neuron. 

Based on the literature review it is evident that 
accuracy in stuttering measurement depends on 
feature extraction and classification techniques 
employed in the work. MFCC is found to be the best 
feature extraction technique because of its 
processing speed. Also DTW classifier is considered 
as it is effective decision logic. 

Methodology 

As mentioned earlier objective assessment of stuttered 
speech analysis is carried out in 4 stages as shown in 
figure1. 

A. UCLASS DATA 

University College London Archive of Stuttered 
Speech (UCLASS) data set has been designed for 
research and clinical purposes to investigate 
language and speech behavior of speakers who 
stutters. It contains 107 reading recordings 
contributed by 43 different speakers. Out of this, the 
proposed work has taken 10 speech samples, 8 for 
training and 2 for testing covering all age groups of 
stutterers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Block diagram of Automatic analysis of 
stuttered speech 

Segmentation 

Stuttered speech contains so much of unwanted 
information. To concentrate only on repeated part of 
stuttered data, segment it into number of frames. Here 
segmentation is done by PRAAT toolkit with 44 KHz 
sampling rate. This means to store 44100 samples per 
second (=about 176400 Bytes with a 16 bit Sound card). 
It is a very flexible tool to do speech analysis. 

B. Feature extraction 

Mainly there are 4 steps in MFCC feature extraction 
technique. 

1. Divide the speech into number of frames by 
frame blocking procedure. 

Stuttered Speech 

Segmentation 

Feature Extraction 

Similarity Matching 
(DTW) 

Number of 
Repetition
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2. Apply hamming window to avoid discontinuity 
between first and last frame of the speech sample. 

       
w(n) is window length, n is number of       samples     
per each frame.    

3. The Mel scale relates perceived frequency, or 
pitch, of a pure tone to its actual measured 
frequency. Humans are much better at discerning 
small changes in pitch at low frequencies than they 
are at high frequencies. A filter bank is created by 
calculating a number of peaks, uniformly spaced in 
the Mel-scale and then transforming the back to the 
normal frequency scale where they are used as peaks 
for the filter banks. Incorporating this scale makes 
our features match more closely what humans hear. 
The formula for converting from frequency to Mel 
scale is: 

        

4. Apply Log DCT  

5. As the Mel-Cepstrum coefficients contain only 
real parts, the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) can 
be used to achieve the Mel-Cepstrum coefficients. 
There were 12 Coefficients which have been selected 
for the recognition system. Take the Discrete Cosine 
Transform (DCT) of the 12 log filter bank energies to 
give 12 cepstral coefficients. 

 

   

                        

Similarity Matching 

This algorithm is for measuring similarity between 
data coefficients, which may vary in time or speed. 
The DTW procedure combines alignment and 
distance computation in one dynamic programming 
procedure. This technique also used to find the 
optimal alignment between two times series if one 
time series may be “warped” non-linearly by 
stretching or shrinking it along its time axis. This 
warping between two time series can then be used 
to find corresponding regions between the two time 
series or to determine the similarity between the two 
time series. 

 

Irrespective of the distance between each training 
and test data, Dynamic Time warping compares the 
coefficients obtained from the MFCC feature 
extraction method and finally gives minimum value 
for the repeated word. 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

To accomplish word repetition count in stuttered 
speech assessment, 8 different stuttered speech 
samples are used for training and experimented with 
20 different sentences with combination of 8 
different words. Efficiency of the system is calculated 
using following relation. 

 

 

Figure 2: Spectrum repeated stuttered speech signal 

Basically an audio speech sample changes 
continiously. To analyze  the speech signal, partition  
the signal into number of frames. If the frame is 
shorter it doesn’t have enough samples to get a 
reliable spectral estimate,if it is longer the signal 
changes too much throughout the frame.To 
overcome this problem a specification of 256 
samples for each frame and 100 samples overlapping 
between adjacent frames is being considered. 

 

Figure 3: The spectral estimate of divided frames 
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Figure 4: Hamming window with alpha=0.53836 

Figure 5: Spectrum of coefficient generated MFCC 
feature   extraction method 

 

Figure 6: Low cost path by Dynamic Time Warping 

Figure 6 shows the low cost path obtained from 
similarity matrix of dynamic time warping technique. 

Table-1: Efficiency comparison between classifiers 

Feature 
extraction 

Classification Efficiency 

Autocorrelation ANN 70% 

MFCC ANN 73.25% 

FFT521 Kohonan and 
MLP network 

76.67% 

MFCC DTW 86% 

 

Conclusion 

The paper describes an effective method for analysis 
of word repetition in stuttered speech. Dynamic Time 
Warping (DTW) classifier achieves 86% efficiency for 
stuttered speech word repetition analysis. Hence it is 
proved that MFCC with DTW is better method 
compared to previous methods. 

FUTURE WORK 

In future better accuracy can be achieved by 
incorporating two factors.  

a) Feeding the DTW similarity matrix results to the 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) or Least Square 
Support Vector Machine (LS-SVM). 

b)  Increasing the number of training data. 
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